Abstract: Atmospheric neutrinos travel very long distances through earth matter. It is expected that the matter effects lead to significant changes in the neutrino survival and oscillation probabilities. Intial analysis of atmospheric neutrino data by the SuperKamiokande collaboration is done using the vacuum oscillation hypothesis, which provided a good fit to the data. In this work, we did a study to differentiate the effects of vacuum oscillations and matter modified oscillations in the atmospheric neutrino data. We find that magnetized iron detector, ICAL at INO, can make a 3 σ discrimination between vacuum oscillations and matter oscillations, for both normal and inverted hierarchies, in ten years.
Introduction
The pioneering water Cerenkov detectors, IMB [1, 2] and Kamiokande [3, 4] , observed the up down asymmetry of atmospheric muon neutrinos and established atmospheric neutrino anomaly. The next generation experiment, Super-Kamiokande [5] , measured the zenith angle dependence of atmospheric muon and electron neutrinos and established atmospheric neutrino oscillations. The analysis of Super-Kamiokande data has determined, to a good precision, the larger mass-squared difference |∆ 31 | and the mixing angle sin 2θ 23 of the three flavour neutrino oscillations 1 . This determination played an important role in the design of the accelerator neutrino experiments T2K [6] and NOνA [7] .
In the beginning, the data of Super-Kamiokande was analyzed using the hypothesis of vacuum oscillations, which provided a good fit to the data. The determination of |∆ 31 | and sin 2θ 23 was done, in fact, under this hypothesis. The up going atmospheric neutrinos travel thousands of kilometers through earth matter. During their travel, they are expected to undergo forward elastic scattering, which modifies their propagation properties. In such a situation, the data should be analyzed under the hypothesis of matter modified oscillations. A number of studies [8] [9] [10] [11] considered such oscillations and explored the sensitivity of future atmospheric neutrino detectors to determine whether ∆ 31 is positive or negative. Recently, Super-Kamiokande experiment analyzed their data using the hypothesis of matter modified oscillations and they disfavour, at 2 σ, both vacuum oscillations as well as matter oscillations with negative values of ∆ 31 [12] .
At present, the most precise determination of |∆ 31 | and sin 2θ 23 comes from the muon neutrino disappearance data of the accelerator neutrino experiments, such as MINOS [13] , T2K [14] and NOνA [15] . Vacuum oscillations as well as matter oscillations with either positive ∆ 31 or negative ∆ 31 provide an equally good fit to this data and give essentially the same values of oscillation parameters. The ν e /ν e appearance data in accelerator neutrino 1 The definitions of various neutrino oscillation parameters for three flavour mixing are given at the beginning of section 2.
experiments is sensitive to matter effects [16, 17] . A precise measurement of the oscillation probabilities, P µe and Pμē, is expected to lead to a determination of the sign of ∆ 31 . The present appearance data from T2K [18] and NOνA [19] favour positive sign for ∆ 31 but do not rule out the negative sign. Since vacuum oscillations provide a good fit to the ν µ disappearance data, one must consider that hypothesis also in analyzing the ν e /ν e appearance data. Consideration of vacuum oscillation hypothesis introduces unwanted complications in the search for CP violation at accelerator neutrino experiments. Therefore, it is desirable to make a distinction between vacuum oscillations versus matter oscillations through other experiments, such as the atmospheric neutrino experiments, which are not very sensitive to the CP violation.
Vacuum vs. Matter Modified Oscillations
Neutrinos are produced in three flavours: ν e , ν µ and ν τ . These mix to form three mass eigenstates ν 1 , ν 2 and ν 3 , with masses m 1 , m 2 and m 3 respectively. The mixing between the flavour eigenstates and the mass eigenstates is given by For neutrino propagation in vacuum, the oscillation probabilities depend on the six parameters: the two mass-squared differences, ∆ 21 = m 2 2 −m 2 1 and ∆ 31 = m 2 3 −m 2 1 , the three mixing angles and the CP violating phase (δ CP ). At present, ∆ 21 , |∆ 31 |, θ 12 and θ 13 are measured quite precisely. In case of the third mixing angle, sin 2 2θ 23 is measured to be closed to 1 but sin 2 θ 23 has a rather large range of (0.4 − 0.64). The sign of ∆ 31 is not known at present.
Therefore, we consider both the possibilities of positive and negative sign.Recently, the two long baseline oscillation experiments, T2K [18] and NOνA [19] , have measured the value of CP violating phase. However, the best fit δ CP values of these two experiments are very different. A combined analysis of all neutrino data gives the following allowed ranges at 3 σ For neutrino propagation in matter, the oscillation probabilities are modified due to matter effects. These are parametrized by the Wolfenstein matter term A = 0.76 × 10 −4 ρ(in gm/cc) E(in GeV) [21, 22] . Inclusion of matter effects induces a change in the mass square differences and the mixing angles and hence in the probabilities. This change depends on not only the matter term but also on the sign of ∆ 31 . By measuring the change in the probabilities it is possible to determine the sign of ∆ 31 .
The modification of neutrino oscillation probabilities by matter effects is a hypothesis, based on the fact that neutrino-electron elastic forward scattering occurs. Till now this hypothesis is tested only in the solar neutrino data, through the Mikheyev-Smirnov resonance effect [23, 24] . In fact, the sign of ∆ 21 is determined through this mechanism. It is desirable to establish the existence of the matter modification of neutrino probabilities in as many experiments as possible. As explained in the introduction, the present atmospheric neutrino data of Super-Kamiokande disfavours vacuum oscillations only at 2 σ. Therefore, it is desirable to firmly establish the distinction between matter and vacuum oscillations with atmospheric neutrino data.
We first study the difference between matter and vacuum oscillation probabilities for two representative path-lengths for atmospheric neutrinos, L = 5000 km and L = 8000 km. Fig:1 shows the neutrino oscillation probabilities P eµ and P µµ and Fig:2 shows the anti-neutrino oscillation probabilities Pēμ and Pμμ. In each case, the vacuum probability as well as the matter modified probabilities for positive and negative signs of ∆ 31 are plotted. The matter modified probabilities, for both signs of ∆ 31 , are calculated numerically using the code nuCraft [25] , which uses the earth density profile of the PREM model [26] . When ∆ 31 is positive, P µµ for matter oscillations is lower than P µµ for vacuum oscillations over a wide range of energies and path-lengths. But Pμμ is essentially the same for both the cases. For ∆ 31 negative, the situation is reversed. Therefore, to study the difference of vacuum oscillations from matter oscillations of either sign, it is important to measure neutrino and anti-neutrino event rates separately.
In this work, we study the sensitivity of Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) at the India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) to make a distinction between vacuum and matter modified oscillations using atmospheric neutrino data. The charge identification capability of ICAL leads to a very high sensitivity for this distinction [27] .
Methodology
Atmospheric neutrinos are produced through the decay of pions and kaons and the subsequent decay of muons. Pions and kaons are produced in the interactions of primary cosmic rays with atmospheric nuclei. Hence the atmospheric neutrinos consist of ν µ ,ν µ , ν e and ν e . The ICAL at INO is a 50 kton magnetized iron calorimeter whose iron plates are interspersed with the active detector elements, Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs). The charge current (CC) interactions of the neutrinos in the detector produce µ − or µ + or e − or e + depending on the flavour of the initial neutrino [27] .
We have used NUANCE event generator [28] to simulate the atmospheric neutrino events used in this study. It generates neutrino events using atmospheric neutrino fluxes and the relevant cross sections. For a generated event, NUANCE gives the information on the particle ID and the momenta of all interacting particles. The information of the final state particles is given as an input to a GEANT4 simulator of ICAL. This simulator mimics the response of ICAL and generates the hit bank information as the output. A reconstruction program sifts through the hit bank information of each event and tries to reconstruct a track. Electrons and positrons in the final state produce a shower and quickly Figure 1 . Left top describes P eµ with respect to energy for L = 5000 km, Right top describes P eµ with respect to energy for L = 8000 km, Left bottom describes P µµ with respect to energy for L = 5000 km, Right bottom describes P µµ with respect to energy for L = 8000 km lose their energy. Identifying such particles and reconstructing their energy is an extremely difficult problem. Muons, being minimum ionizing particles, pass through many layers of iron, leaving behind localized hits in the RPCs. Using this hit information, the track of the muon can be reconstructed. Because of the magnetic field, this track will be curved and the bending of the track is opposite for negative and positive muons. Thus ICAL can distinguish between the CC interactions of ν µ andν µ . If a track is reconstructed, the event is considered to be a CC interaction of ν µ /ν µ . The charge, the momentum and the initial direction (cos θ track ), of a reconstructed track, are also calculated from the track properties [29] .
We have generated unoscillated atmospheric neutrino events for 500 years of exposure, using NUANCE. In generating these events, the neutrino fluxes at Kamioka are used as input along with ICAL geometry. The ν µ /ν µ CC events are given as input to GEANT4 and reconstruction code. Events for which one or more tracks are reconstructed are stored along with the charge, the momentum and the initial direction of the track with the largest momentum. In the case of ν e /ν e CC events, the electron/positron are redefined to be µ − /µ + and the events are processed through GEANT4 and the reconstruction code. Once again the charge, the momentum and the initial direction of the track with the largest momentum are stored. This redefinition of ν e /ν e CC events is done so that the events which undergo ν e (ν e ) → ν µ (ν µ ) oscillation are properly taken into account in our analysis. tion for each of the selected events is taken from the simulation described in the previous paragraph.
Results
Using the procedure described in the previous section, we generate the muon event sample for matter modified oscillations with ∆ 31 positive. In calculating the oscillation probabilities for this case, we used the following values of neutrino parameters as inputs [20] : sin 2 θ 12 = 0.310, sin 2 θ 13 = 0.02240, sin 2 θ 23 = 0.582, ∆ 31 = 2.525 × 10 −3 (eV 2 ) and ∆ 21 = 7.39 × 10 −5 (eV 2 ). The matter effects in atmospheric neutrino oscillations are not sensitive to δ CP [9] . We first do our calculation with the input value δ CP = 0. The generated sample is divided into µ − and µ + samples and is further subdivided into 17 track momentum bins and 90 track direction bins. The momentum bins are (1, 2), (2, 2.2), (2 , which we treat as data. Here i refers to the track momentum bin and varies from 1 to 17 and j refers to cos θ track bin and varies from 1 to 90.
We consider the vacuum oscillations as a hypothesis to be tested against the data samples described above. Using the vacuum oscillation hypothesis, two other event samples, N vac,µ − ij and N vac,µ + ij , are generated using the same procedure described in the previous paragraph. In calculating the vacuum oscillation probabilities the five inputs, sin for ∆ 31 positive. The situation is reversed when ∆ 31 is negative. This, of course, is a reflection of the fact that the matter effects are more pronounced in P µµ for positive value of ∆ 31 and in Pμμ for negative values of ∆ 31 . A similar pattern is also seen in ∆N where we introduced a systematic error through the pull parameter ξ. In principle the systematic errors π ij depend on the track momentum and the track direction. However, these have not yet been calculated for ICAL. Therefore we assume a common systematic error for each ij bin and do our calculations for two different values, π ij = 0.1 or 0.2. We computed the χ 2 between the data and the test event samples by where
and a prior on the pull parameter ξ 2 is added. For each test value of sin 2 θ 23 , the minimum value of χ 2 is computed by varying the pull parameter ξ in the range (−3, 3) in steps of 0.1. We obtain the χ 2 for a ten year exposure by dividing the minimum χ 2 by 50. This χ 2 is a measure of ICAL sensitivity to distinguish vacuum oscillations from matter oscillations with ∆ 31 positive.
In calculating the vacuum oscillation probabilities, we held five neutrino parameters fixed. However, each of these parameters have an associated uncertainty. Varying two of these parameters, sin 2 θ 12 and ∆ 21 , has very little effect on the atmospheric neutrino oscillation probabilities. The variation in the two parameters, sin 2 θ 13 and ∆ 31 , can lead to a noticeable change. Therefore we generated test event samples by varying these parameters in the following ranges:
• sin 2 θ 13 is varied in its 2 σ range and we computed the corresponding χ 2 with the addition of the appropriate prior. We found that the minimum χ 2 occurred when the value of sin 2 θ 13 in both the matter and the vacuum oscillation probabilities is the same.
• The variation of ∆ 31 is done in two steps. First we used the following two test values: 2.525 × 10 −3 eV 2 and −2.438 × 10 −3 eV 2 , which are the positive and negative best fit values of the global fits. We found that the minimum χ 2 always occur when the sign of test ∆ 31 matched that of input ∆ 31 . Later we varied the magnitude of test ∆ 31 in its 2 σ range and computed the χ 2 again with the addition of appropriate prior. Here also, the minimum χ 2 occurred when the test value is equal to the input value.
• Variation in δ CP is studied later.
After calculating ICAL sensitivity to distinguish vacuum oscillations from matter oscillations with ∆ 31 positive, we repeat this calculation for the case where ∆ 31 is negative. Our results are shown in Fig:5 three different values of the systematic error, π ij = 0, 0.1, 0.2 2 . We see that χ 2 min = 11.8 for ∆ 31 positive and is 9.5 for ∆ 31 negative. Hence, ICAL can rule out vacuum oscillations at better than 3 σ confidence level, if the matter effects, as prescribed by Wolfenstein [21, 22] , are present. This sensitivity is there for both the signs of ∆ 31 .
The results presented in Fig:5 assumed δ CP to be zero for both matter and vacuum oscillations. However we should check the sensitivity if the test value of δ CP is varied over its full range (0, 360 • ). We performed this calculation where we kept the true value of δ CP = 0 for matter oscillation probabilities and considered the four test values δ CP = 0, 90 • , 180 • , 270 • for vacuum oscillations. The minimum χ 2 , as a function of test δ CP is shown in Fig:6 . We see that this marginalization over δ CP has essentially no effect on the minimum χ 2 . The χ 2 min values are 11.7 for positive ∆ 31 and 9.5 for negative ∆ 31 . Recent global fits to neutrino oscillation data yield the best fit value of δ CP ≈ 270 • for both signs of ∆ 31 [20] . We have redone our calculations with δ CP = 270 • as our input value in matter oscillation probabilities. We obtained χ 2 min of 12.8 for ∆ 31 positive and 9.3 for ∆ 31 negative. Thus we see that changing the true value of δ CP has only a small effect on χ 2 min . We did a marginalization over the full range of the test values of δ CP in this case 2 For test values of sin 2 θ23 > 0.6 the corresponding values of sin 2 2θ23 differ from 1 significantly. In such a situation, Pµµ (vacuum) will have measurable non-zero values near its minimum. This, we believe, is the reason for the sharp increase in χ 2 for sin 2 θ23 > 0.6. It is worth exploring the role of charge identification capability of ICAL in the discrimination sensitivity. To do this, we combined the µ − and µ + event samples into a single sample and computed the χ 2 between the matter and vacuum oscillated distributions. The results are shown in Fig:7 , which show that the sensitivity reduces a factor of 2 if the charge identification is not there. 
